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The Concept of Praotes 
in Plutarch's Lives 

Hubert Martin, /r 

THIS STUDY seeks to define Plutarch's concept of priiotes by a close 
examination of the contexts in which the term occurs in the 

Lz'ves.1 We are concerned not only with its apt translation, though 
that is important, but even more with the basic notion underlying 
particular uses of the word and the nuances which depend upon 
this basic notion. The question arises as to what extent Plutarch's 
usage was influenced by the vocabulary of his sources. Although 
the problem is aggravated by the fact that in most instances we 
do not have the sources for comparison, I have attempted to dem
onstrate elsewhere that Plutarch was relatively independent of his 
source in choice of words.2 The fact that the various categories 
of usage we recognize for priiotes are represented by at least several 
and often by many examples from different Lives lends support 
to this conclusion.3 

Let us begin by examining several passages in which priiotes 
refers not to a moral quality but rather to a physical characteristic. 
Plutarch opens the fifth chapter of his Life of Pericles with a re
mark about Pericles' admiration for his adviser, the philosopher 
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae: 

IThe study is based entirely on the Lives. For those references from the Moralia, cited 
in the footnotes, and for several additional references from the Lives, also cited in the 
footnotes, the writer is indebted to Professor Phillip De Lacy. 

2Hubert Martin, Jr., "The Concept of Philanthropia in Plutarch's Lives," AlP, a 
forthcoming issue. Hartmut Erbse's convincing discussion of Plutarch's originality in handling 
his source material, "Die Bedeutung der Synkrisis in den Parallelbiographien Plutarchs," 
Hermes 84 (1957) 398-424, points, furthermore, to the a priori assumption that he was 
also independent of his source in his choice of vocabulary. 

3The forthcoming monograph (XIX) of the American Philological Association by 
Helmbold and O'Neil, Plutarch's Quotations, may shed considerable light on this problem. 
This article, however, was submitted before the appearance of the monograph. 
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This man Pericles extravagantly admired, and being gradually filled full 
of the so-called higher philosophy and elevated speculation, he not only had, 
as it seems, a spirit that was solemn and a discourse that was lofty and free 
from plebeian and reckless effrontery, but also a composure of countenance 
that never relaxed into laughter, a gentleness of carriage (7rpaOT7l" 7ropda .. ) 
and cast of attire that suffered no emotion to disturb it while he was speaking, 
a modulation of voice that was far from boisterous, and many similar charac
teristics which struck all his hearers with wondering amazement.4 

We find a similar usage of priiotes in TG 2.2, where Plutarch in 
contrasting the Gracchi states that Tiberius was 1TpaO~ and 
KaTaCTT'YJ/LanK6~ in appearance and gait, while Gaius was EVTOVO~ 
and CTcpoSp6~.5 The difference between the brothers is then illus
trated by their behavior on the rostra. Tiberius stood KOCT/Liw~6 
in one place, but Gaius was the first Roman to pull his toga off 
his shoulder as he spoke, just as Cleon was the first Athenian 
demagogue to pull aside his mantle and strike his thigh. 

One's general impression from these two passages, where 
priiotes is employed to describe the physical appearance of Pericles 
and Tiberius, is that these men possessed great dignity in expression 
and carriage, and an inner self-restraint responsible for their out
ward dignity. So also in the case of the description of Fabius 
Maximus in Fab. 17.7. When all of the other Romans were over
whelmed by grief and confusion as a result of the disaster at 
Cannae, "he alone went through the city with a dignified walk 
and a composed countenance and a courteous 7 greeting" (1Tpacp 
j3aSiCT/Lan Kat 1TPOCTOnrCP Ka(}ECTTwn Kat c!>tAav(}pW1Tcp 1TpoCTayo
PEVCTEt). And Philopoemen looks his executioner "calmly" (1Tpaw~) 
in the face as he speaks his last words (Phil. 20.3).8 

In several other pertinent instances the adverb '1Tpaw~ describes 
a physical action. In Cat. Mi. 63 Plutarch tells of the demands made 

4Tr. Perrin, Loeb Classical Library. 
5For 7rpa.OT'T/S contrasted with (f<p05POT'T/S, see TG 2.5-6; Cleom. 1.4; Alex. 4.8; Pyrrh. 

8.8; Tim. 3.4. (In references of this nature the adjectival and adverbial forms will be in
cluded under the heading of the nouns.) 

6For 7rpiios and KO(fl-'LOS, see Ages. 20.7; Camp. Pel. Marc. 3.2; Agis 14.3. Cf. Cim. 5.5 
('JrpaoT'r/S and d<pEAeLa). 

7For <ptAlI.p8pw7roS in the sense of "courteous" or "pleasant" see Martin op. cit. (supra 
n.2). 7rpaoT'T/S and <ptXap8pw7rla. often appear together in the Lives (Rom. 7.5; Cat. Mi. 
23.1; Agis 20.5; Fab. 22.8; pyrrh. 11.8; Arist. 23.1; Phil. 3.1; Cat. Ma. 5.5; Galb. 1.3). 

87rpaOT'T/S is used to describe the calmness of water in Moralia 981 C. The adjective 
also is applied to things in Alc. 16.4. 
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of Cato by the defeated Republican cavalry that had suryived 
Thapsus. Cato is trying to organize Utica to resist a siege, but the 
leaders of the horsemen fear that the Phoenician inhabitants of 
the city will go over to Caesar. The leaders, therefore, refuse to 
bring their men into the city to participate in the defense unless 
Cato will drive out or kill all of the regular inhabitants. (In 63.3 
Plutarch characterizes these proposals as 011 pi.rpLa). Cato's reaction 
and reply are described in 63.6: "Cato thought that these demands 
were terribly cruel (a:ypta) and savage ({3ap{3apa), but he re
plied 7Tpaw<; that he would take counsel with the three hundred." 
There is a pointed contrast between Cato's inward feeling and his 
outward reaction, for, though he is repelled by the brutality of 
the request, he nevertheless manages to reply 7Tpaw<; - that is, 
without anger or excitement but rather with calmness and self
control. 

A similar usage of the adverb is to be found in Arat. 40.4, where 
Aratus cleverly extricates himself from a plot laid against him by 
the Corinthians, who had summoned him to the temple of Apollo. 
"He appeared leading his horse himself, as though he were not 
distrustful or suspicious, and, when many of the Corinthians jumped 
up and persisted in rebuking and accusing him, with his countenance 
and speech somehow well composed (~ 7TW<; Ka()E(TrWTL rqJ 
7TPO(TW7TCf Kat rqJ >..oyCf) he calmly (7TpaWf!» told them to sit 
down and to stop standing there shouting in confusion . . ." 
There is a strong notion here of deliberate self-restraint in 7Tpaw<;; 
for Aratus is really just putting on an act, since he is fully aware 
of the plot and is only contriving his own escape, which is re
counted in the subsequent narrative.9 

In the discussion so far, inner character for the most part 
has only been intimated or reflected in the praotes of countenance, 
movement, and voice. Let us now, however, investigate uses of the 
term for a purely moral concept. In Alex. 4.8 Plutarch discusses the 
sophrosynelO of the young Alexander: "While he was still a boy, 

9The adverb is used with a similar force to describe the manner in which a person 
speaks in Cic. 31.4 and TG 19.4. 

lOFor a survey of the position of uWCPPOUUPT/ in Greek ethics see Eduard Schwartz, 
Ethik der Griechen (Stuttgart 1951), especially 51ff., 208ft. In this passage from the Life of 
Alexander, as we might expect, uWCPPOUUPT/ appears to be the master-virtue, to which 
rpaOTT/S stands in a subordinate position. (In Demetr. 1.4 UWCPPOG'UPT] , (jLKaLOG'vPT], and 
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his sophrosyne was revealed by the fact that he was generally violent 
(pay8aLov) and impetuous (cpEp0J.LEVOV CTcpo8pw~) but that in the 
case of bodily pleasures he was not easily aroused (8VO"KtV'Y}TOV) 
and partook of such things with great restraint (J.LETn 7roX.x.fj~ 
7rpa6r'Y]To~) . ••. " The intimate connection between sophrosyne and 
priiotesll in this selection is apparent and serves to emphasize the 
notion of self-control, which is perhaps the basic idea contained in 
every usage of priiotes. 

This basic notion is revealed again in Cor. 21.1-3, where Plutarch 
describes how Coriolanus reacted to his condemnation to perpetual 
banishment. Having concluded the previous chapter with the state
ment that after the voting there was no need of dress or other marks 
of distinction to tell one class from another, for those who rejoiced 
were plebeians and those who were distressed were patricians, Plu
tarch then turns to Coriolanus himself: "Marcius himself was the 
exception, for he was neither daunted nor dejected; and he was 
also composed (Ka()Eo"T'Y]KW~) in appearance and movement, so that 
among all of his comforters he alone seemed to be unsympathetic 
to himself. His reaction, however, was not governed by reason and 
selfrestraint (1mO X.OYLCTJ.LOV Kat: 7rpaOT'Y]TO~) nor by his bearing with 
moderation (TctJ cpepELV f.L€Tp[(r)~) his misfortune; instead he was 
numbed by wrath and resentment (1m' opyfj~ Kat {3apvcppoo-VV'Y}() .•. 
And Marcius revealed very soon by his actions that this was his 
disposition." Plutarch is careful here to stress that Coriolanus' ap
parent physical composure was not what it appeared to be, that 
it was not the product of logismos and priiotes. This example of 
priiotes is, in effect, the exception that proves the rule. The presence 
of logismos/2 furthermore, is instructive for it emphasizes that 

q,p6VT}(fLS are referred to as the T€A€WTCtTaL of all the T€XVaL.) Any guess, however, as to 
their exact relationship would be hazardous without a thorough examination of Plutarch's 
usage of (fwq,PO(fUVT}. In view of Dihle's contention that Plutarch's ethical theory is de
rived ultimately from Aristotle and the Peripatetics (see intra in text) and of the coinci
dences between Plutarch's usage of 7rpa6TT}S and the definition of the term given by Aris
totle (see intra nn. 13, 21, 22), it is perhaps worth pointing out that in this passage 
Plutarch connects (fwq,PO(fUVT} especially with the control of bodily pleasures, just as Aristotle 
limits the term to the control of bodily pleasures, in particular those of touch and taste 
(Eth. Nic. III. 10, 1118 8 1-1118 b 8). 

llAristotle in several instances places CTWq,pWV and 7rpa.Of in juxtaposition (Eth. Nic. 
1.13,1103"8; II.l, 1103 b 19; V.I, 1129 b 21-22). 

121n Cor. 15.4 TO 7rpo.Oll is the product of A6,),Of and 7raL8da (see intra in text for a 
discussion of the passage). 
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praotes contains a certain intellectual aspect: log1.smos and praotes 
are contrasted with the emotional qualities orge13 and baryphrosyne. 
The intellectual association of priiotes is stressed again in Plutarch's 
remark that Cato the Elder was said to have borne the death of 
his son 71pawc; and 1JLAoa-ocpwc; (Cat. Ma. 24.10).14 

Although we saw that a deficiency of praotes in the character 
of Coriolanus was in large measure responsible for his treasonable 
actions against his country, nevertheless in our previous discussion 
we examined the quality primarily as a state of character within 
the individual. Let us now turn to those instances in which the 
second party is more prominent. We see what might happen when 
a man allows his thymos to overpower his praotes in Fab. 9.1, where 
Plutarch describes the reaction of the Roman people to the threat 
of the dictator Fabius Maximus to return to camp and punish 
his subordinate Minucius, who had disobeyed orders and success
fully engaged a small portion of Hannibal's army: Kat TOV <Paf3Lov 
, () " \\'"', ", a' '>' TOV vfLov €oK 7TO/\/\ 'Y]e; 7TpaOT'Y]Toe; K€oKLV'Y]fL€oVOV CPOVTO fJapvv €tvaL 

Kat 8va-7TapaLT'Y]Tov. They feared that if Fabius lost control over 
his thymos he would be severe and implacable in his treatment 
of the ofIender.15 Praotes is, furthermore, associated with legality 
and contrasted with cruelty, violence, and tyranny in several 
passages. Lysander's constitutional reforms were accomplished 
7TpaOT€opOV Kat VOfLLfLWT€oPOV than were those of Sulla; for Lysander 
achieved them by persuasion, not by arms, nor did he completely 
subvert the constitution; he merely revised the manner of ap
pointing the kings (Comp. Lys. Sullo 2.1). In Pel. 26.2-3 Pelopidas 
attempted to transform Alexander of Pherae from a tyrant into 
a moderate ruler who governed by law (€7TELpaTO Kat 7TOLEtV €K 

Tvpavvov 7TpaOV apXOVTa TOte; ®HTa-aAote; Kat VOfLLfLoV). "But since 
the man was incurably brutish and full of savageness, and sinc~ 

13Por 7rpaOT1]S in contrast to oP'Yf] or as a quality controlling it, see TG 2.5-6; Fab. 
7.7; Pyrrh. 8.8; 23.3; Otlz. 16.6. It is interesting that Aristotle defines 7rpaOT1]S as f.'€(fOT1]S 
7r€PL oP'Ya.s, its excess and deficiency being respectively OP'YLAOT1]S TIS and aOP'YTJ(fia TIS 
(Eth. Nic. IV.5, 1125"26-1126b l0). C£. Eth. Nic. ILl, 1103"17-20; 11.7, l1D8 a 4-9; II.9, 
11 09 b I4-17; V.l, 1129b I9-23. The section in the Rhetorica contrasting oP"/f] and 7rpaoT1]S 
(B.2-3, 1380"5-1380b 34) begins with the statement that TO op-yiK€(fOaL and op-yf] are the 
opposites of TO 7rpaDv€(fOaL and 7rpaOT1]S respectively. 

14C£. Alex. 40.2 (7rpaws KaL q,LAO(fOq,WS); Dem. 22.3 (aAV7rWS and 7rpaws). 
15Por the conflict between 7rpaoT1]S and Ovp.os, see Cleom. 1.4; Dio 39.4; TG 25; 

Cor. 21.1-2; pyrrh. 8.8. 
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there was much denunciation of his licentiousness and greed, Pel
opidas became harsh and severe with him, whereupon he ran 
away with his guards."16 And Plutarch observes (Comp. Dio Brut. 
2.2) that no savage or tyrannical (ropavvLKov) deed resulted from 
Caesar's rule but that he came as 7rpaOTaTo~ laTp6~ at a time when 
a monarchy was needed.17 

So far our examination of this last aspect of priiotes has been 
principally from a negative point of view.18 Let us turn to the 
positive. In Alex. 13.3 Plutarch remarks that it is said that the de
struction of Thebes often caused Alexander distress and made him 
1TpaoTEpov to many people thereafter. A convenient translation for 
7rpaOTEpov in this context is "more forbearing:" the full implication 
of the term is that Alexander exercised a stricter control over his 
thymos and therefore treated others with greater forbearance. The 
relation between conqueror and his defeated opponent is again 
present in Ant. 83.6, where Cleopatra tells Augustus that she had held 
back from her treasures some small gifts for Octavia and Livia, in 
order that through their intercession she would find her conqueror 
"gracious and more forbearing" (lA-EW (TOU rUXOLfLL Kat 7rpaOTEpou). 
A similar usage occurs in the last sentence of the Ltje of Pyrrhus: 
Antigonus Gonatas treated the friends of his dead opponent Pyrrhus 
7rpaw~.19 In usages of this sort the translation "forbearing," I feel, 
conveys the proper shade of meaning. The common rendering "gen
tle" leaves upon the reader the impression that 7rpaO~ depicts a 
spontaneous, emotional quality; but, as we have previously seen, 
this is not so, for priiotes is the product of conscious efIbrt; in 
fact, it means that its possessor is restraining his purely emotional 
reaction and is substituting for it another, more rational one. 

In several instances the adjective is conveniently rendered by 
"lenient." Aemilius Paulus (Aem. 3.6) did not campaign for a sec-

16Tr. Perrin, Loeb Classical Library. 
17Cf. Phoc. 29.5 (7rpaws Ka~ Jlop.lp.ws); Pyrrh. 23.3 (e7r'f'KWS and 7rpaws contrasted 

with ~EO"7rOT!KWS and 7rPOS Qp-yT]p). 
I8Cf. Aristotle's remark (Eth. Nic. V.!, 1129b I9-23): "And the law bids us do both 

the acts of a brave man (e.g. not to desert our post nor take to flight nor throwaway our 
arms), and those of a temperate man (e.g. not to commit adultery nor to gratify one's lust), 
and those of a good-tempered man [7rpiios] (e.g. not to strike another nor to speak 
evil) .... " Ross' translation. 

I9Cf. Pomp. 33.2; Flam. 2l.l-2 (7rpaOTT/S and p.f-yaXoo/uxla); Crass. 30.2 (7rpaoTT/S 
and ¢IXO¢POUVPT/). 
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ond magistracy during the term of his first "by performing favors 
for those under his command and being lenient to them" (8(,(1 TOU 
xap£'Ec:r()at Kat 1T'paO~ EivaL TOL~ apXOf1'€vOL~) ;20 instead he was 
¢Of3EPO~ to those disobedient. And Solon (Sol. 15.1), though he 
rejected the tyranny, did not manage affairs "in the most lenient 
manner" (TOV 1T'paOTaTOV TP01T'OV). Some occasions, then, do not 
demand praotes.21 It is not that praotes per se is a fault, but it is 
possible for a person to practice it to excess. In the preceding pas
sages a superior dealt with subordinates without praotes; and, though 
the usage is basically the same when the adjective is employed to 
describe the subordinate rather than the superior, in the latter in
stance 1T'pno~ perhaps comes into English better as "amenable" 
or "tractable." This is the case in Lue. 25, where Plutarch observes 
that their political disorders and misfortunes "rendered the 
Cyrenaeans amenable to the constitutional reforms of Lucullus 
(vOf-Lo8eTOVV'Tt AEVKOAAtp 1T'paov~)." And in Lye. 30.4 Plutarch 
remarks: "And just as it is the object of the art of horsemanship 
to make the horse tractable (7Tpnov) and obedient (7TEf,(),ryVtDV) , 
so it is the task of the science of kingship to instill eupeitheia in 
men.,,22 Praotes is a thing learned, not a spontaneous or natural 
reaction; the horse is taught to be 7Tpno~ - that is, to restrain his 
natural inclinations and to obey the will of his master. And in Cor. 
15.4 TO 7Tpnov is spoken of as being produced by logos and paideia. 

The interpretation placed upon praotes so far presents a prob
lem in several instances where Plutarch speaks of it as a quality 

20The association between 7rprlos eiJlaL and xaplreO'OaL is again present in Phac. 31.3. 
Cf. MaraNa 1108 B, where 7rpaOT'lS and xapLs are attributed to Socrates (but see 
Phaeda 116C). 

21cf. Oth. 16.6 (5E'lTtKOS and 7rp8.os). Aristotle also makes allowances for such situ
ations when he observes, in connection with those who tend to the excess with regard to 
dp'Yal (7rpaOT'lS is defined as P.EO'OT'lS 7r€p2 dp'Yas, supra, n. 13), " ••• and sometimes we 
call angry people manly, as being capable of ruling" (Eth. Nic. IV.5, 1126b l-2, Ross' 
translation) . 

22cf. Aristotle's remarks that 7rpaOT'lS "leans toward the deficiency" (soon designated 
as aop'Y'lO'[a) and that "sometimes we praise those practicing the deficiency and describe 
them as 7rprlOL" (Eth. Nic. IV.S, 112Sb 28, and IV.5, 1126a36-1126b l, respectively). Through
out this study references have been made in the footnotes to points of contact between 
Plutarch's general usage of 7rpaOT'lS and Aristotle's detailed discussion of the term. These 
observations are not intended either to imply or deny direct influence. A basic difference 
between the concept of Aristotle and that of Plutarch appears to be that the former con
fines 7rpaOT'l~ to the control of the single 7raOo~ of oP'Y'q, while the latter employs it in 
connection with other 7rafJ'l in addition to oP'Yl}. 
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possessed by physii3• A certain Crassus, the colleague of the elder 
Scipio in the consulship, refuses to vie with Scipio for the com
mand of the expedition against Carthage; one of the two reasons 
given by Plutarch for Crassus' unwillingness to oppose Scipio is 
that his physis kept him at home, since he was not cf)£A6v~KO~ but 
'1Tpiio~ (Fab. 25.3-4). A similar connection with physis occurs in 
Ages. 20.7, where Plutarch lists the reasons for the political impotence 
of Agesipolis, the co-ruler of King Agesilaus, whose stronger will 
he follows: the exile of his father, his youth, and his natural char
acter (cpVCTEt BE '1Tpiio~ Kat K6ap,~o~) .24 

In Plutarch's general usage, as we have previously seen, praotes 
is the antithesis of a spontaneous, natural quality; yet in the cases 
just cited it is expressly stated or at least implied that a person is 
'1Tpiio~ by physis. A possible solution to the apparent incongruity is 
that Plutarch is not concerned with impeccable exactness in termin
ology and has, therefore, inadvertently contradicted himself. Al
though Plutarch, fundamentally a moralist and biographer.25 does 
not confine himself to a terminology so precise as that of Aristotle, 
Dihle in his excellent study of Greek biography has contended that 
the ethical theory set forth by Aristotle and transmitted by the later 
Peripatetics established itself permanently in Greek biographical 
method and reveals itself in Plutarch's Lives.26 While Dihle's in
vestigations almost rule out the possibility that Plutarch could have 
contradicted himself in such a basic ethical matter as the relation 
between physis and moral character (ethos), they do offer a 
solution to our present quandary. Dihle points out that for Plutarch, 
as well as for the Pe~ipatetics, a particular moral characteristic 
(ethos) can not be developed unless a person is endowed by physis 

23For a survey of the importance of CP()(TtS in Greek ethics, see Schwartz op. cit. 
(supra n. 10). 

24Cf. Them. 3.3; Cleom. 1.4. For 7rpiios and KOUfJ.tOS, see n. 6. 
25Erbse op. cit. (supra n. 2) has emphasized the fact that the parallel Lives were 

composed within the framework of certain moral qualities common to the pair in question. 
Furthermore, Plutarch's basic intent in the Lives is to inspire the emulation of the virtues 
of the great men about whom he writes (Aem. 1; Demetr. 1.1-6), and he is more con
cerned with character than with great deeds (Alex. 1; Nic. 1.5). See Konrat Ziegler, 
"Plutarchus," RE XXI (1951) 903-905 for a complete discussion. 

26Albrecht Dihle, "Studien zur Griechischen Biographie," Abhandlungen der Akademie 
der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Kl., Dritte Folge, Nr. 37 (1956) 57-103. Cf. 
Erbse op. cit. (supra n. 2) 400, n. 1. 
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with the capacity for this ethos; the physis, furthermore, IS con
stant, unchanging. 

Let us apply Dihle's conclusions to the passage from the Life 
of Fabius and that from the Life of Agesilaus. Although priiotes is 
the product of deliberate effort, self-discipline, and training, a 
person can not develop it if his physis does not include a capacity 
for priiotes. Crassus and Agesipolis have this natural capacity; yet 
their priiotes is still basically self-restraint. The apparent contradic
tion is the result of Plutarch's incorporating into his narrative a 
certain ethical doctrine without telling us what he was doing; it 
is a popular presentation of a technical matter. The situation is 
similar in Cor. 1.3, where a physis that is Y€VVULU and ayu(h}, but 
"not properly trained" (7TUL8eLu~ €v8€-rJ~), is compared to a fertile 
plain that is not cultivated. Just as the capacity for goodness must 
be developed by conscious effort, so must the natural capacity for 
priiotes. The final virtue does not change its characteristics because 
it derives from physis; rather, every virtue, and vice for that 
matter, has its foundation in physis. Likewise, when Plutarch says 
that both Romulus and Theseus were 7ToALTLKOL by physis (Comp. 
Thes. Rom. 2.1), he does not imply that they became political figures 
without conscious effort or that every political decision was a 
spontaneous reaction. 

In summary we conclude that for Plutarch priiotel7 is essentially 
a self-restraint which avoids excess of every kind, whether physical 
or emotional, whether within the individual or in his relations with 
other people, but which is out of place in circumstances demanding 
intensity of feeling and severity of action. It is an inner moral 
condition that manifests itself in the dignity of a person's appear
ance, his control of an emotional impulse, and the forbearance with 
which he treats another. 

RANDOLPH-MACON COLLEGE 

April 1960 

277rpa677]S also occurs in juxtaposition or close connection with aLKaIOCTUv'I/ (Lye. 28.l3; 
Tim. 37.5; Cie. 6.1; Pel. 26.8; Per. 2.5; Num. 6.3; 20.4; Compo Lye. Num. 4.13) and 
€7rLEIK€La (TG 2.5; Alex. 13.2-3; Sert. 25.6; Caes. 54. 3-4; Pyrrh. 23.3; Compo Per. Fab. 3.2). 
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